I was recently invited to give a keynote at a biodiversity symposium. In my talk, I covered a brief history of machine-vision computing tools, from SIFT (scaled invariant feature transform) to DPM (deformable parts model) and to DNN (deep neural networks). I talked about the ups and downs of neural networks and their application in digits recognition, face detection, and image classification.
I specifically talked about a recent collaboration with botanists in building a large-scale plant recognition system. We reported promising results, and audience members-mostly researchers in biodiversity-were excited to see the significant progress in plant classification and recognition. They were particularly impressed by the power of DNN.
What impressed me most during this research collaboration with the botanists was learning about the vertical domain knowledge in plants. Seemingly simple, recognizing plants and flowers can be very challenging. For example, the appearance of a single flower can be different from that of a group of flowers, a top view can be different from a side view, and a flower with leaves and stems can be different from just the flower itself. The botanists taught us that using all parts of a flower can significantly improve classification accuracy.
Classification and Recognition
Designing a classification and recognition system for all entities in the world is, of course, difficult. However, if we start with some important vertical domains, we might be able to achieve good results with help from domain experts. The plant classification system presents one such example. Last year, we also worked on dog classification and bird classification. Because we worked closely with the domain experts, we were able to approach the problem from the right angles and make good progress.
Reflecting on these successful examples, I made the following observations about multimedia research, especially in terms of classification and recognition.
Divide and Conquer
Developing a high-precision and high-recall recognition system for all animals and plants is extremely difficult. However, if we take a divide-and-conquer approach and work closely with domain experts, we can go far.
Exploit Domain Expertise
Although DNNs are powerful-for example, they can simultaneously select and recognize features-we still need domain expertise. For example, in plants recognition, just focusing on the "flower" is not sufficient-you must also consider the leaves, stems, and fruit. In a bird recognition system, in addition to using the head as a feature, we must also consider the wing and tail.
ways to increase the amount of data: use smart algorithms to generate more data, and work with domain experts to find more data. Y ou'd be surprised how much more data you can find when working with the right domain experts. I highly recommend it! MM
